
Marantz 4240 WiFi remote mod



! This document summarizes my work to motorize a Marantz 4240 receiver controls 
and add an iPhone remote control, via local WiFi network.
Itʼs a draft, can still evolve and is for educational purposes only. Use it at your own risk, I 
can not be held responsible for any damage, injury or illegal activity resulting of reading 
and using this document.

Questions? Job propositions? (In Berlin, starting Feb 2011):
KaZjjW@gmail.com

This document is released under Creative Commons license BY-NC-SA.
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1. Electronics

1.1. Power supply

! In order to be able to switch on the Marantz 4240, the mod circuit needs its own 
power supply (the power button acts directly on the mains, so no power can be taken from 
the receiverʼs transformer). It uses a standard 12V 3A switched power supply, connected 
to the rear plate of the receiver. Voltage tolerance is from 10V to 15V. Positive-center 
5.5mm power jack.
This power supply is then regulated by three linear regulators to 5V for the microcontroller, 
5V for the servos and 7V for the stepper motors. The WiFi link assembly uses 3.3V and 
contains its own power regulator.

1.2. Motor control

! The electronic card controlling motors is divided into two stacked PCBs. One 
containing power supply regulators, the microcontroller that interprets the commands via 
RS232 and generates the sequences for steppers and servos. It also has eight opto 
isolated inputs, plus four general purpose I/O, for the sensing circuitry. The other PCB 
contains power transistors that apply tensions and currents generated by the 
microcontroller to the steppers and servos. 
Both cards are enclosed in a shielded box with a removable top, soldered to the bottom 
PCB.
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1.2.1. Microcontroller PCB

! The heart of the board is a PIC 18F4520 microcontroller, programmed by ICSP. It 
receives commands via a 9600bps, 8b, odd serial link. It sends back status data (selector 
position, On/Off state and volume knob position) via the same link.
It generates clocking for the stepper motor and commands for the servos. 
Internal oscillator @4Mhz.

1.2.1.1. Optocouplers

! The four optocouplers are connected to the PORTA of the PIC. Each of their input 
can be configured to be ground-independent from the other inputs, or connected to a 
common ground (but still isolated from the board ground), by soldering/desoldering 0 Ohm 
resistors.
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! Six of the inputs are connected to the front panel LEDs, to give the source selector 
position. The seventh input is connected to the front panel backlight to give the power on/
off state. They share the same ground. (NB: the Marantz 4240 lighting has been modified 
to receive LEDs instead of the original light bulbs (except for the STEREO, DOLBY and 
QUADROPHONIC lamps). The LEDs are powered with a rectified and filtered DC tension, 
from the original 8V AC tension.)

1.2.1.2. Inter-board connector

! Connects the microcontroller lower PCB female 20 pin header to the power 
transistors upper PCB male header.

1: +7V!! ! : Power supply for the stepper motors.
2: 1a+2! ! : Stepper 2 clocking.
3: STP2ON! ! : Controls Stepper2 power supply.
4  : 2a+2! ! : Stepper 2 clocking.
5  : 1a-2! ! : Stepper 2 clocking.
6  : 1a+! ! : Stepper 1 clocking.
7  : 2a+! ! : Stepper 1 clocking.
8  : STP1ON! ! : Controls Stepper1 power supply.
9  : 2a-!! ! : Stepper 1 clocking.
10: 2a-2! ! : Stepper 2 clocking.
11: SRV3CTRL! : Servo3 clocking (servo data input).
12: SERV3ON!! : Controls Servo3 power supply.
13: SRV2CTRL! : Servo2 clocking (servo data input).
14: SERV2ON!! : Controls Servo2 power supply.
15: 1a-!! ! : Stepper 1 clocking.
16: ! ! ! : GND.
17: +5V! ! : Servos power supply.
18: SRV1CTRL! : Servo1 clocking (servo data input).
19: ! ! ! : GND.
20: SERV1ON!! : Controls Servo1 power supply.
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1.2.2. Power transistors board

! This board can control up to three servo motors and two 7V bipolar stepper motors. 
The servos must be supplied with a +5V power and a PWM signal setting their position. 
The PWM signal is directly provided by the bottom board microcontroller. The power 
supply is controlled via a MOSFET transistor, in order to switch it off when the desired 
position is met.
! A stepper motor contains two coils and a permanent magnet rotor. In order to 
control the stepping and its direction, the coils must be fed a specific current pattern. The 
eight MOSFET transistors in a H-bridge variant allow the current to flow in each coil in any 
direction. An additional MOSFET transistor controls power supply to the H-bridge by 
connecting the coils to the ground, thus avoiding power consumption when the stepper 
doesnʼt need to be rotated or to maintain position.
In order to reduce the count of the microcontroller I/O pins from eight to four for each 
stepper, the H-bridge controls are connected two by two.

Each MOSFET transistor has a flyback diode for reverse de-magnetizing current 
protection.

The four caps connected to the steppers coil input reduce current spikes and EMI.

(NB: As the microcontroller is powered by +5V, the circuit works with the IRL014N 
transistors. For a lower power supply, it might be needed to use Logic-level MOSFETs or 
additional driver ICs)

1.2.3. Firmware

! The firmware is written in PIC assembly language. It generates the timing for the 
servos and steppers. It also receives the digital encoderʼs pulses for volume rotation, the 
signal from the optical sensor for zero volume detection and the selected Marantz inputs, 
via the optocouplers.
It also receives the commands thru the serial link and sends back the volume position, 
selector position and on/off status to the WiFi card.

1.2.3.1. Serial link

!
! Itʼs configured at  9600bps, 8b, odd parity. The commands are ASCII encoded and 
are the following (PIC point of view):

Char Received Command

G Turn the source selector to “AM”

H Turn the source selector to “FM”

I Turn the source selector to “PHONO”

J Turn the source selector to “CD4AUX”

K Turn the source selector to “TAPE1”
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Char Received Command

L Turn the source selector to “TAPE2”

+ Increase the volume knob by one step

- Decrease the volume knob by one step

o Switch the Marantz on

f Switch the Marantz off

? Send back the volume position to WiFi board

# Send back the selector position to WiFi board

P Send back the power state to WiFi board

=??: Set the volume to the ?? position

! The volume value sent to the WiFi board is framed with two control characters: “$” 
and “.” Andy value received by the WiFi board between these two characters will be the 
volume knob position (From 0 to 0x70).
The selector position sent back is framed by the “/” characters and coded the same way as 
in the command chart above.
In the same way, the power state value sent back is framed by “é” and “è” ASCII 
characters.
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1.3. WiFi board
1.3.1. Architecture

! This board is made around a PIC18F97J65 and a ZG2100 Zero G WiFi module. 
The design is loosely based on an Olimex demo board.
The firmware is based on the free Microchip TCP/IP Stack. It links the remote control web 
page with the data received from the motors controller board via the serial link. It sends 
commands to the motors via the same link.
The main web page allows to set the volume, to select the source and switch the Marantz 
on and off.
It can also display a configuration web page to set the WiFi link (network name, 
encryption, password and IP address)
Future developments will add a possibility to pre-set a volume setting for each source and 
a password-accessible volume cap.
! Although using the version of the ZG2100 module including a PCB printed 
embedded antenna, the circuit has been modified to solder an external film antenna 
(standard WiFi thin film antenna) connected through a RG178B/U coax cable. The 
antenna is taped to the optional Vari-Matrix decoder emplacement, at the bottom of the 
amplifier. 

! The Microchip TCP/IP stack version used is the last one supporting the Zero G WiFi 
module. This part is deprecated now and has been replaced by the Microchip MRF24WB0 
with a newer TCP/IP stack version.

! The webpages are stored in a serial EEPROM. The one used is the Atmel 
AT45DB011D-SSH-B serial SPI flash memory. The TCP/IP stack source files for EEPROM 
management have been modified to suit this particular model.

1.3.2. ! Code

! The source code wonʼt be published, as the modifications made to the Microchip 
TCP/IP stack are too simple. Theyʼre shown below:

! Maindemo.c

Variables:
BYTE UARTTextDisp[64];
WORD_VAL VolumeASCII;
BYTE Volume;
BYTE Selected[3];
BYTE Power[3];

Main loop:
 while( DataRdyUSART())
  {
   UARTTextDisp[UARTptr]=RCREG;
   UARTptr++;
     if(UARTptr > 62)
     {
      UARTptr = 0; 
      strcpypgm2ram((char*)UARTTextDisp, "                                                               
");
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     } 
     if(UARTptr>3)
   {

      if( (UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-4] == '$') )
    {
     if(UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-1] == '.')
     {
      VolumeASCII.v[1] = UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-3];
      VolumeASCII.v[0] = UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-2];
      Volume = hexatob(VolumeASCII);
     }
    }
   }

     if(UARTptr>2)
   {
    if( (UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-3] == 'é') )
    {    
     if(UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-1] == 'è')
     {
      Power[0]=UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-2];
      Power[1]='\0';
     }
    }
    if( (UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-3] == '/') )
    {    
     if(UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-1] == '/')
     {
      Selected[0] = UARTTextDisp[UARTptr-2];
      Selected[1] = '\0';
     }
    }   
   }
   }//while( DataRdyUSART())

! CustomHTTPapp.c

Variables:
  extern BYTE UARTTextDisp[64];
  extern int UARTptr;
  BYTE UARTText[5];
  extern WORD_VAL VolumeASCII;
  extern BYTE Volume;
  extern BYTE Selected[3];
  extern BYTE Power[3];

Functions:
static HTTP_IO_RESULT HTTPPostUART(void)
{
 BYTE* cDest;
 
 #define SM_POST_UART_READ_NAME  (0u)
 #define SM_POST_UART_READ_VALUE  (1u)
 
 Nop();
 switch(curHTTP.smPost)
 {
  // Find the name
  case SM_POST_UART_READ_NAME:
  
   // Read a name
   if(HTTPReadPostName(curHTTP.data, HTTP_MAX_DATA_LEN) == 
HTTP_READ_INCOMPLETE)
    return HTTP_IO_NEED_DATA;

   curHTTP.smPost = SM_POST_UART_READ_VALUE;
   // No break...continue reading value
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  // Found the value, so store the LCD and return
  case SM_POST_UART_READ_VALUE:
     
   // If value is expected, read it to data buffer,
   // otherwise ignore it (by reading to NULL) 
   if(!strcmppgm2ram((char*)curHTTP.data, (ROM char*)"uart"))
    cDest = curHTTP.data;
   else
    cDest = NULL;
   
   // Read a value string
   if(HTTPReadPostValue(cDest, HTTP_MAX_DATA_LEN) == 
HTTP_READ_INCOMPLETE)
    return HTTP_IO_NEED_DATA;
   
   // If this was an unexpected value, look for a new name
   if(!cDest)
   {
    curHTTP.smPost = SM_POST_UART_READ_NAME;
    break;
   }
   
   // Copy up to 4 characters to the UART
    
//   putrsUART((ROM char*)"\r\n");
   ; memset(UARTText, ' ', 4);
    strcpy((char*)UARTText, (char*)cDest);    
    putsUSART((char *)UARTText);

   //LCDUpdate();///
   
   // This is the only expected value, so callback is done
   strcpypgm2ram((char*)curHTTP.data, (ROM void*)"/index.htm");
   curHTTP.httpStatus = HTTP_REDIRECT;
   return HTTP_IO_DONE;
 }

 // Default assumes that we're returning for state machine convenience.
 // Function will be called again later.
 return HTTP_IO_WAITING;
}

void HTTPPrint_VolumeVal1(void)
{
 // TCPPutArray(sktHTTP,(char*)btohexa_low(VolumeASCII.v[0]), 1);
 if(VolumeASCII.v[0] != 0)
  TCPPut(sktHTTP,VolumeASCII.v[0]); 
 else
  putrsUART((ROM BYTE*)"?"); 
}

void HTTPPrint_VolumeVal2(void)
{
 // TCPPutArray(sktHTTP, (char*)btohexa_low(VolumeASCII.v[1]) ,1 );
  if(VolumeASCII.v[1] != 0)
  TCPPut(sktHTTP, VolumeASCII.v[1]); 
 else
 putrsUART((ROM BYTE*)"?");  
}

void HTTPPrint_PowerOnOff(void)
{
 if(Power != 0)
  TCPPutArray(sktHTTP, Power ,1 );
 else
  putrsUART("P");  
}
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void HTTPPrint_SelecteurSources(void)
{
 
 if(Selected!= 0)
  TCPPutArray(sktHTTP, Selected ,1 );
 else
  WriteUSART('#');  
}

void HTTPPrint_VolumeHexa(void)
{
  TCPPut(sktHTTP, hexatob(VolumeASCII));
 
}
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2. Web page

! The iPhone interface is a web page embedded in the WiFi module. Based on the 
Microchip TCP/IP stack, itʼs basically a single HTML page, with CSS, using javascript and 
ajax to retrieve the Marantz receiver status (Volume, source selector and power button 
positions) and to send commands to the motors.
! The modified files can be found in my Goggle docs account. 
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3. Mechanics

! In order to leave the Marantz 4240 in its original state, it was decided to add 
mechanical actuators to the controls. The remotely controlled parts are: volume knob, 
source selector and power button.

3.1. Volume knob

! A hole in the end of the four way volume potentiometer allows to fit an iron bar into 
it, with a gear at its opposite end. 

A stepper motor is installed at the bottom of the chassis, same side as the volume pot and 
rotates the rod via a smaller gear. The rotation reduction is about 5:1, increasing the 
resolution per step. On the other side of the rod gear, an other gear turns a digital encoder, 
for position feedback. 
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! An optical barrier mounted under the middle of the pot rod detects the “zero 
volume” position. A calibration function is activated at the microcontroller boot up. It rotates 
the volume knob until it reaches the “zero volume” position and memorizes it for the future 
user actions on the volume knob.
Each time the volume knob reaches the zero, by remote or local command, the zero 
position is memorized again.
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! The maximum volume position is limited by the firmware with a volume counter, to 
not over turn the knob and break the mechanism.
During testing, the volume stepper motor never skipped a step, proving its power 
specifications were suitable and canceling the need for a more elaborated calibration 
procedure.

3.2. Power button

! A string attached to the power button end, under the cap, is pulled on by a small 
servo motor. Its other end is fixed and attached to the chassis. A pulley system divides the 
force needed to pull the button by a factor of two.

The second string, attached at one end to the servo arm and to the chassis at the other 
end, passes through the pulley.
A spring keeps the strings in tension, so they donʼt skip from the pulleys when the power 
button is moved manually.
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Schematized view:

3.3. Source selector

! The best way to motorize the source selector was to fit a servo motor at the end of 
the selector axis. Luckily, the axis of this particular selector is flat, opposed to the other 
selectors round ones. The drawback was that servo motors are difficult to operate by 
hand, in the case when the source selector was turned locally by the user.
! The solution found was to make the selector axis - servo axis link elastic. This way, 
the selector can freely rotate for about one and a half selection angle. Once itʼs rotated to 
the next selection position, the servo is commanded to rotate by the microcontroller, and 
aligns itself to the selected position (see the video for more details).

! The elastic link is created by a thin metallic wire (1mm), linking the servo to the 
selectorʼs axis in an off-axis way:
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Detail of the metallic wire off-axis link and the servo axis extension, mounted in an 
aluminum bed.
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4. Conclusion

4.1. Problems during the development 

! I chose to use 1mm aluminum sheet to build the motor supports and beds. 
Aluminum is easy to cut and to bend, but unfortunately, itʼs not as rigid as steel. With a 
better equipped workshop, it would be a good idea to use 1mm or 1,5mm stainless steel.
! The volume stepper is making some noise, because of the metal axis connecting 
the main gear to the volume pot vibrating. When the chassis is closed, the noise is 
dimmed.
These vibrations come from the axisʼ play in the supports. A more precise drilling and/or 
ball bearings would solve the problem.
 ! An other difficulty was to make holes in the Marantz chassis. The steel is very solid 
and the use of an appropriate drill head is recommended. The electronic boards and 
components must be protected from the steel dust.

4.2. Future

! The WiFi iPhone control is only a step for a standalone dedicated remote control. 
But as itʼs a whole project on its own, it was easier and faster to validate the mechanical 
and software parts with the WiFi version. The WiFi board has an extension connector for a 
wireless RF transceiver. 
The standalone remote is supposed to be a white molded box, with a tactile surface and 
back lighted LEDs for the Marantz status (volume, sources and power). It contains a 
wirelessly charged battery and a RF transceiver. !

Although this step in the project is finished, thereʼs a lot of room for improvements and 
future evolution.
! Being able to control the radio stations would be a good thing to do. As thereʼs very 
little room for new motors left in the Marantz chassis, it needs more thinking, especially for 
the position feedback (another digital encoder, an optical sensor with encoded plastic strip 
or taking the FM audio and decode the RDS data)
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